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St John’s School & College is a special educational needs (SEN) school 

and college in East Sussex. It needed an HR system that would bring 

together all their people data in one place, helping them to comply 

with sector-specific requirements and provide line managers and 

employees with self-service functionality. The HR team chose CIPHR 

because of its potential to support the organisation’s broader 

recruitment, onboarding and engagement ambitions. 

ABOUT ST JOHN’S SCHOOL & COLLEGE

Eleven residential units care for around 100 learners 

Grown from 200 to 400 employees in five years

Provides education, care and medical therapy to 
young people aged 7 to 25

First facility opened in 1886

CUSTOMER 
SUCCESS STORY

        CIPHR has the ability to do 
everything we need to do as a school 
and college. It’s incredibly important that 
our single central record (SCR) is 100% 
accurate and a report can be produced 
quickly when an inspection team visits 
us. CIPHR can produce that report for us 
in minuin minutes, and remind us when we need 
to update staff information so this record 
is accurate at all times. ”

“
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“I looked at lots of different providers, but CIPHR really stood out,” says Dollin. “We chose CIPHR over the other systems partly 

because we liked its simplicity. It felt quite intuitive to use, both as an HR person and as a member of staff. So many different 

elements of CIPHR appealed to us: the self-service element, the online annual performance reviews, the recruitment and 

onboarding, the link with our payroll system, and the mobile capability, too.

“We also really liked the team; the sales team were authentic and genuine.” 

WHY ST JOHN’S SCHOOL & COLLEGE CHOSE CIPHR

The number of employees at St John’s has grown significantly during head of HR Liz Dollin’s tenure, doubling in size from around 

200 to 400 staff since 2012. The expansion increased the administrative burden on the small HR team of six people, who were 

handling everything from training records to holiday requests and absence management via a series of spreadsheets that often 

required duplicate data entry. 

Although the HR team had iAlthough the HR team had invested in a basic system for storing people data, it “couldn’t do anything more detailed and 

interesting with that data,” says Dollin. The “breaking point”, says Dollin, was when the old system took six hours to attempt to 

produce the school’s single central record (SCR) for an inspection, and then failed to produce the report. “We’re not told when 

the inspections will happen, and often the first thing they will want to see is the SCR. It is so important to us.”

St John’s HR team was looking for:

  • The ability to instantly produce SCR reports for Ofsted, Care Quality Commission (CQC), and local authority inspections

  •  • Self-service functionality that could engage and empower employees, many of whom aren’t office based

  • Line managers to have more control over absence and holiday

  • Automatic notifications about actions such as reviewing personal information, probations, annual reviews, and when   

           training courses are due

  • Management information reporting, with the ability to visualise data and analyse trends 

  • A modern recruitment system that was visually appealing and easy to use for applicants

  • An integrated onboarding function, to help engage new starters in the lead up to their employment

  •  • A system that would act as a single point of data entry

  • Integration with its payroll system 

“We decided to invest in a system like CIPHR so we could quickly produce the data that we needed for regulatory inspections. 

Also, as we’ve grown, we have a lot more line managers at St John’s, and they need to undertake some HR tasks on a daily basis.

“I did“I didn’t just want a database that you could extract data from: I wanted something that would support our recruitment and 

onboarding processes, and performance reviews. I wanted a self-serve element as well because, as we’ve grown, we have 

managers constantly asking the HR department questions – we wanted managers to be able to log on and look at that data 

themselves.” 

WHAT DID ST JOHN’S SCHOOL & COLLEGE WANT FROM AN HR 
SYSTEM?
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Dollin is excited about CIPHR’s potential to transform HR’s capability and effectiveness in the organisation. Moving from a 

paper-based annual performance review process to one based in CIPHR will make a big difference, she says. “With paper-based 

systems, you do struggle to get engagement and it’s hard to measure when they are taking place and their impact. I’m really 

excited about this part of the project; it’s really intuitive and I think our staff will engage with it, which can only be good for their 

personal development.” 

St JohSt John’s is also using CIPHR to improve the onboarding experience for new joiners. “Onboarding is really important to us 

because our staff literally hit the ground running when they join St John’s; as soon as you are in the door, you are working with 

learners. So you need to have lots of information upfront to equip you to work with the learners from day one.”

Mandatory checks can mean that the onboarding process can be lengtMandatory checks can mean that the onboarding process can be lengthy so, says Dollin, “it’s really important to me to carry on 

engaging with staff during that period.” CIPHR is also being used by the team to manage probations, monitor diversity and equal 

opportunities data, record data about overseas checks, and manage different work patterns. 

HELPING HR REACH THE NEXT LEVEL

The introduction of self-service HR with CIPHR has helped line managers to better engage with St John’s absence management 

procedures, says Dollin. “Being able to input sickness themselves, and receive notifications about employee sickness levels, has 

made them much more proactive. They haven’t had to wait for HR to give them that information, and they are now starting to see 

patterns of absence before we do. Some managers are, quite frankly, addicted to CIPHR: every time I go into their office, I see it 

open on their screens.” 

EmplEmployees have also benefitted. “The mobile capability is really useful. Most of our staff aren’t desk based; they are out and 

about supporting learners during their daily, evening and weekend activities. People being able to quickly check on their phone 

for communications from the HR department, or when a training course is, for example, is exceptionally useful.” 

CIPHR is also evolving into a central communications hub. “We’ve never had an intranet, so our staff team are really excited to 

have all the information in one place. I’ve had lots of positive feedback about it,” says Dollin. 

ENGAGING MANAGERS AND EMPLOYEES THROUGH SELF SERVICE

CIPHR is able to produce St John’s SCR “within minutes”, says Dollin. “It’s fantastic and a huge relief.” Having all employee data in 

one place has also made data storage safer and more accurate, she adds. “It means we are not missing areas that we need to 

check. We can quickly report on any gaps that we need to rectify.” 

St John’s training officer uses CIPHR to track which employees have completed mandatory training, such as the Prevent Duty 

training, and then invite delegates to complete courses. Says Dollin: “It’s just made us feel more secure that we are meeting the 

needs of our sector.” 

RELIABLE, ACCURATE DATA
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“I would recommend CIPHR to other organisations, absolutely,” says Dollin. “It has made a real difference to the HR team, the 

management team, and to our employees. It feels like we’ve had CIPHR forever now. Sometimes as a team we reflect back on the 

period before we had CIPHR, when we were using a creaking old database and multiple spreadsheets. As time goes on, it’s hard 

to imagine working in that way. I wish I had done it earlier.

“I WISH WE HAD DONE IT EARLIER”

“CIPHR has revolutionised my life,” says one line manager. “I’m a total technophobe, so I expected to hate it. But it actually makes 

things so much easier; it cuts out a lot of the interaction I used to have to have with HR, because I can do things myself. I can 

record sickness and holiday; I can see others’ sickness rates. I can enter information about return to work interviews, so I haven’t 

got pieces of paper rattling about. It’s brilliant; it’s helped me so much.”

Other employees appreciate CIPHR’s mobile accessibility. “I move around several locations, so the mobile aspect is great,” says 

one employee. “I have my iPad, my phone, and I can access all of it on there – it’s brilliant.”

Adds Dollin: “Adds Dollin: “Lots of staff have mentioned to me that they love the holiday countdown, which is really special. It tells you that you 

have seven or 10 days to your next holiday, which is really great.”

WHAT DIFFERENCE HAS CIPHR MADE TO EMPLOYEES?

Dollin says her HR team “felt looked after” during CIPHR’s implementation. “The communication is really good, and I’ve had such 

good feedback from my team about the quality of the training. It’s been a good project.

“The technical support team has been “The technical support team has been excellent, too. They’ve been really good at translating some of the more technical aspects 

into language that I can understand, because I’m not techy at all. We’ve also had a very good project manager who has kept us on 

track, but who has also been very understanding when things have happened at St John’s. Suddenly if we have had an Ofsted 

inspection, she has completely accepted that the project will fall behind because we have had to focus on that inspection. Our 

account manager has been very helpful, too.” 

CIPHR’S SUPPORT

Introducing CIPHR has cut the time spent by HR and other staff on admin, adds Dollin. “For example, applicants enter their own 

details for the onboarding process, and employees update their own addresses, qualifications and training records. Given that we 

have a team of 400 people, CIPHR has taken a huge amount of administrative burden away from my team, which is fantastic 

because they can then focus on lots of other areas, such as improving St John’s as a workplace.

“I would recommend CIPHR because it’s a “I would recommend CIPHR because it’s a very intuitive, user-friendly system for an HR department. It reduces time on lots of 

administrative processes and has the capability to produce some helpful, useful reports. It allows my team to focus on other 

areas of HR, which makes a huge impact.”

REDUCING TIME SPENT ON LOW-VALUE ADMIN


